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FOR THE HEART PATIENT AND THEIR FAMLIES

Orange County Fire Authority EMS Pre-Hospital Care System
Bill Lockhart will speak on the importance of using 911 and what
you can expect from the Orange County Fire Department.
Mr. Lockhart is currently the Battalion Chief responsible for Orange
County Fire Authority’s Emergency Medical Services Section, managing all aspects of emergency medical services, the employee wellness program known as WEFIT, and the Critical Incident Stress
Management Team.
Bill began his emergency services career as a paramedic for the City
of Santa Ana in 1978. He obtained his bachelor’s degree from Cal
State Long Beach in community health education and did graduate
work in sports medicine and exercise physiology before being accepted to physician assistant training at USC School of Medicine. He worked as a P.A. in the following settings: U.C.I. Student
Health, St. Joseph’s Emergency Department, Litton of Saudia Arabia, and completed a residency in emergency medicine at L.A.
County U.S.C Medical Center.
Returning to paramedicine in 1989 with the Orange County Fire Authority. Bill also worked as a flight paramedic with Lifeflight for three years.
Bill lives in Capistrano Beach with wife Paula, a nurse in the Surgical I.C.U. at Mission Hospital,
and son Sam, beginning his freshman year at San Juan Hills High School.

Don’t forget the program starts at 7:00 pm, Wednesday
September 16th at the Conference Center.
Come early for a seat as the program is always very popular
and the public is invited. Refreshments start at 6:30 pm.

Location:
Mission HospitalConference Center
26726 Crown Valley Parkway
Mission Viejo, CA
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Our Mission:
“Inspiring hope and improving the quality of life for heart patients
and their families through ongoing peer-to-peer support.”
Visitors Report May-August 2015

Note to recent heart surgery patients
and others considering membership:
We hope all of you who have had a stent emplaced or undergone heart surgery or other heart procedures will seriously
consider joining Mended Hearts. You will receive the next
three issues of this newsletter to help you get acquainted with
who we are and what we do. Of course you already know
about our most important activity—visiting heart patients and
their families before and immediately after surgery. We hope
your Mended Hearts Visitor made a positive difference during your surgical experience. We invite you and your family
to attend some of our upcoming monthly meetings (Third
Wednesday each month, see page 1). We welcome you and
your family as our guests and would enjoy having you join
us as members (application, pg 11). We have shared a special
experience, either as surgical patients or as caregivers and
together we can smooth the path for each other and for those
who follow down the same path in the future.
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Hospital Visits
Phone Visits
Visitors
Visitors Trainees

MO
26
5
10
0

YTD
72
9
37
0

Visitors: Ben Buchanan, Joe Pierantoni, Fred
Damiano, Dennis Galloway, Rocco, Lonnie Camilleri,
Chip DeSon, Dee Nangle, Barbara Lane, Greg Gensichen
Visitors Coordinator for the months as follows:
September
Jo Cristian
949-581-1824
October
Barb Lane
949-859-3400
November
Dee Nangle 949-582-2719
December
Jo Cristian
949-581-1824
Hope you had a nice summer and are ready for our
September meeting to kick off our year!

Barb Lane & Dee Nangle

Presidents Heartfelt Message From the CardioPulmonary Rehab Center
Welcome back from your summer
activities

Dear Mended Hearts

Another big “THANK YOU!” to
Mended Hearts for funding one of our
staff members as they take the Certified Cardiac Rehab Professional
A Special Congressional Recognition
from U.S. Representative Mimi Walters, Exam. Cindy Smith, Exercise Physi45th District California. “In recognition ologist, will be attending the Ameriof your donation of four automated ex- can Association of Cardiovascular and
ternal defibrillators to Mission Viejo’s Recreation FaciliPulmonary Rehabilitation (AACVPR) educational conferties. Thank you for your dedication to giving hope to heart
ence in Washington, D.C. in September.
patients in our community.”
Mended Hearts Chapter 216 received
two recognitions in the month of July.

The conference, “Optimal Care, Exceptional Quality,”
will provide attendees with the latest information on the
treatment and care of our cardiac and pulmonary rehabilitation patients. At the conclusion of the conference, Cindy
will be sitting for the CCRP certification exam.

Our second recognition was July 6, 2015 Mission Viejo
City counsel meeting we received a Certificate of Appreciation from The City of Mission Viejo, Mayor Cathy
Schlicht. “Hereby commends Mended Hearts for their generous donation of four Automated External Defibrillators
(AED) to the City’s Recreation Facilities.”

Best of Luck to Cindy and Many Thanks to Mended
Hearts for their unwavering support of our staff and program!

In attendance with me from our Board of Directors were,
Barbara Lane Visitors Chair and her husband Bob, Dee
Nangle Visitor Co-Chair, Dave Lindsay Newsletter Editor
and Grace Belletti Membership Chair.
In August Mended Hearts launched its New HeartGuide.

Here’s to Your Good Health

Elaine

Mended Hearts has released a wonderful new resource for
all of us our families, friends and caregivers and will be
given to all new heart patients at the hospital. It’s known as
the HeartGuide, an innovative, informative resource that
can be accessed by the internet www.myheartguide.org and
you’ll be able to download a PDF of the HeartGuide from
the website. Some time in September there will be a free
APP of the HeartGuide for all mobile devises.
I would like to welcome and thank two new volunteer
members to our Board of Directors, Grace Belletti, Membership Chair and Jo Cristian, Visitor Chair team member.
Our fall guest speaker schedule is looking very good as we
start with September 16th speaker Bill Lockhart, Battalion
Chief responsible for Orange County Fire Authority’s
Emergency Medical Services Section.
I hope to see you all there.

God Bless,

Dennis
“Giving back does the Heart Good”
https://www.facebook.com/MendedHeartsChapter216
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Thank you to our Community Supporters

ANGELS BASEBALL

Here are the two certificates our chapter received...
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Chapter 216 Members Page - August 2015
Birthdays - August
Dennis Galloway

08/01

Bessie Roussakis

08/03

Anthony Marotti

08/04

Les Kar

08/09

Linda Haslinger

08/11

John Cox

08/16

Dorothy T. Gobbo

08/16

George Denney

08/18

Mike A. Gonzalez

08/20

Patricia Phillips

08/20

Edward C. Pugh

08/20

Darrell Schmidt

08/22

Michele Dorris

08/24

Andrew Harautuneian

08/28

New Members
Always looking to grow our
family, Mended Hearts welcomes you to join our cause.
You‘ll be able to make a
difference in a patient’s recovery and outlook on life,
as well as interact with other
members through local
chapter meetings, volunteer
opportunities and special
events.
Your application is on page
11 of this newsletter, fill it
out and join today!

Mendiversaries - August
William Chapman

08/09/1993

Elizabeth Rhodes

08/09/1995

Dick Spaulding

08/01/1999

Edward C. Pugh

08/16/1999

Connie Van Leeuwen

08/24/1999

Leonard Kane

08/22/2006

Jeffrey L. Wolff

08/07/2007

Keith Lindemann

08/14/2007

Danielle Enyeart

08/19/2008

Kathleen Fallon

08/22/2008

Stephan DeSales

08/01/2011

Annette Foyer

08/12/2013

Carole Sharp

08/27/2013

If we missed your mendiversary or birthday and would like it included in the
Ticker Talker please email it to:
socalcarculture@yahoo.com

“Every new
day is a
Color Version
of the Ticker Talker is available to all.
This newsletter is available as a pdf file, in color every month
on our website…
www.mendedhearts216.org

PDF files are viewable on either Mac or PC computers and the free
reader is available at...
http://get.adobe.com/reader/
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chance to
change your
life”

Chapter 216 Members Page - September 2015
Birthdays - September
Marilyn Zeiner

09/01

Dr. Frank Lieberman

09/04

Ken Kenworthy

09/05

Kimburlee E. Essayian

09/07

Ron Blanchard

09/09

William Chapman

09/10

Arnold Koci

09/14

John A. Lore

09/18

Pat Piecuch

09/22

Dr. Christopher Nolan

09/27

Alan Kiehn

09/28

Theresa Brendecke
Robert Crittendon

One

New Members

Mendiversaries - September
Wally Dziurznski

09/20/1993

Dr. Christopher Nolan

09/11/1995

Edward Rocco Jr.

09/07/2000

Robin Clark

09/14/2000

Chip De Son

09/26/2003

James Condor

09/07/2004

Reuben Casey

09/17/2004

Arnold Wessman

09/06/2005

Fred Bonn

09/20/2005

09/29

Marjorie M. Ball

09/07/2006

09/30

Alfred K. Bauer

09/13/2006

Ralph (Ed) Nelson

09/16/2008

Valerie O’Grady

09/23/2011

Mike A. Gonzalez

09/29/2011

Chapter 216 Meetings

Sandy Hoyal

09/12/2013

2015 Meeting Schedule

Phyllis Amato

09/18/2014

Kind

Always looking to grow our
family, Mended Hearts welcomes you to join our cause.
You‘ll be able to make a
difference in a patient’s recovery and outlook on life,
as well as interact with other
members through local
chapter meetings, volunteer
opportunities and special
events.
Your application is on page
11 of this newsletter, fill it
out and join today!

Word

can change someone’s entire day

Sept. 16

Bill Lockhart, Orange County Fire
Authority EMS Pre-hospital care system

Oct. 21

Margie Deutsch Lash, MSEd, E-RYT 200,
Stress reduction with yoga and essential oils

Nov. 18

Patty Mouton, Alzheimer’s Association
Orange County
If we missed your mendiversary or birthday and would like it included in the
Ticker Talker please email it to:

Mission Hospital Conference Center
26726 Crown Valley Parkway
Mission Viejo, CA

socalcarculture@yahoo.com
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The latest news from Cleveland Clinic
A regular yoga practice can also help you manage your
weight. Mindful breathing exercises can provide even
more of a cardio workout than you’d think! And because
yoga blends physical activity with mindfulness, yoga is
good for your memory and mood.

Yoga Is for Every Body (Including Yours!)
With sleek studios popping up everywhere, you may think
of yoga as a fast-paced, complex and acrobatic activity.
That it’s reserved for a certain type of body. And that
you’re not young enough, thin enough, fit enough or flexible enough to do yoga.

Yoga that’s user-friendly

But don’t think you can’t have a yoga body because of
your age, shape or size! Wellness yoga — doing simple
movements, mindfully — can have a profound effect on
your health. It can also help you create positive change in
your life. Your safety: what to expect

By the time many people seek our help, they haven’t felt well
for some time, due to illness, injury or being sedentary. We believe yoga should reach you right where you are, and help you
to embrace it. The tools we use are mindfulness, gentle physical
movement, and body and breath awareness.

If you feel you’ve waited too long to start yoga, never fear. It’s
just a matter of finding a yoga practice that works for you.

Yoga is accessible to everyone and usable in the real world —
not just in a medical setting or studio. For example, you can
perform chair yoga and standing yoga sequences in your cubicle
or office at work.
Movements and poses can engage specific muscle groups. They
help strengthen, lengthen and stretch major muscle groups and
joints. Fortunately, these sequences won’t stress the musculoskeletal system the way other exercises can do.
Remember, a good teacher will always adjust the level of poses
given to help make them more accessible and meaningful for
your body.

Benefits for body and mind
The research is clear: A regular yoga practice can help you
feel better and live healthier. That is why more and more
physicians advise patients to give yoga a try. (If you aren’t
sure yoga is right for you, don’t hesitate to ask your doctor. He or she can advise you, based on your own personal
medical history.)

Soon, you will start to feel better. And you’ll be on your way to
develop a yoga mind and body.

Don’t think you need to do complex or acrobatic poses to
enjoy these benefits:

 Staying flexible and strong as you age
 Improving your balance
 Increasing your energy
 Lowering your blood pressure
 Easing arthritis pain
 Relieving lower back pain

http://health.clevelandclinic.org/2015/08/yoga-is-forevery-body-including-yours/

 Improving plantar fasciitis
 And more
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The latest news from Cleveland Clinic
More detailed research is needed to determine the specific
amounts of sunshine that best benefit older adults, the researchers say.

Some Sunlight May Benefit Your Health, If
You’re Older
We all know that getting too much sun can be harmful to
your health. Excessive exposure to ultraviolet radiation
from the sun is a major risk factor for most skin cancers.

You don’t need to rely on sunshine alone to get adequate
amounts of vitamin D. Eating certain foods can help increase levels of vitamin D, too, Dr. Factora says. Foods
with high amounts of vitamin D include:

But if you’re an older adult, sunlight – in the right amount
– may provide health benefits too, a recent study says.






Sunlight causes your body to produce vitamin D. Data is
emerging that suggests sunlight — with its ability to produce vitamin D — may reduce the risk of hip fractures,
high blood pressure and stroke or heart attack for older
adults, the study says.

Fatty fish like salmon or tuna
Fortified milk
Fortified orange juice
Eggs

It is important to check product labels, as the amount of
added vitamin D varies when artificially added to products
such as orange juice, yogurt, and margarine.

The researchers, who reviewed information gathered from
a variety of sources, call for more data to weigh the potential benefits of moderate UV radiation against potential
harm specifically for older adults.

Increased sun exposure not safe for everyone
In addition to age,
researchers say current recommendations on sun exposure should be tailored to skin type
and location because ultraviolet
light intensity varies
with geography.

That’s because the familiar recommendations to avoid the
sun are based on data from the entire population – children
through older adults. The data may not take into account
important distinctions for older adults, the researchers say.
For example, older adults get far less sunlight than others
because they tend to stay indoors. In addition, because of
changes associated with aging, their skin is less efficient at
producing vitamin D from sun exposure.
If you are an older adult, you need vitamin D. Vitamin D
bolsters your skeletal health and may reduce the risk of
colorectal cancer, hip fractures, and vascular events such
as stroke or heart attack, the study says. So, despite the
cancer risk, older adults still may benefit from some
sunlight, the researchers say.

Certain individuals should be very careful how much time
they spend in the sun, no matter what their age. Dr. Factora says to limit your exposure to sunlight if you have:






Sunlight has other hidden benefits. With its power to produce vitamin D, it protects against depression, insomnia
and an overactive immune system, geriatrician Ronan Factora, MD, says.
“There are some links between sunlight exposure and improved muscle function, bone and cardiovascular health,
improved mood — even improved cognitive function,” Dr.
Factora says.

a known history of skin cancer
sun damage from long-term sun exposure
a history of sunburns
skin changes that are suspicious for skin cancer

What about supplements?
Work with your doctor to determine if you need to take a
vitamin supplement and, if so, how much to take. Too
much vitamin D can build up in the body if used incorrectly.

What to do
The researchers say that older adults should adopt a balanced approach to sun exposure. You should avoid long
hours in the sun. But you should try to get at least some
exposure to sunshine several days a week, Dr. Factora
says.

http://health.clevelandclinic.org/2015/07/some-sunlight
-may-benefit-your-health-if-youre-older/
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The latest news from Cleveland Clinic
red color to meat. When the meat is heated at high temperatures or combines with stomach acid, sodium nitrite can
produce nitrosamines, which is linked to an increased risk
of pancreatic and colorectal cancer.

5 Food Additives You Should Avoid
“Mmm, sodium nitrate.”
When is the last time you heard someone say that? Right
before you sunk your teeth into some juicy sodium nitrite?

Sulfites are a popular preservative that many people are
sensitive to; and can aggravate asthma and deplete vitamin
B1 (thiamine). These additives have already been banned
from use on fresh fruits and vegetables in the U.S., but are
still present in other foods. (Look for these ingredients on
the label: sulfur dioxide, potassium bisulfite, sodium bisulfite, sodium sulfite.)

Probably not.
People typically don’t consider the chemicals in their cuisine. However, additive-laced processed foods have become more American than apple pie.
Americans spend 90 percent of their food budget on processed food, claim some sources. It’s more convenient. It
can be less expensive. But is it as healthy?

Trans fats is a type of fat added to foods to extend its shelf
life or improve the consistency. It increases LDL or bad
cholesterol, which increases the risk for heart disease.

Dietitian Kate Patton and intern Sara Saliba of Cleveland
Clinic’s Section of Preventive Cardiology & Rehabilitation Flavor Enhancers
explain.
Monosodium glutamate (MSG) enhances flavor and texture
in Asian foods, soups and other processed foods. Many
What is processed food?
people are sensitive to MSG. People with MSG sensitivity
“Processed food has been altered in some way from its
can experience nausea, breathing problems and other reacnatural state,” says Ms. Patton. “Often, that means it has
tions. It also adds extra sodium, which can elevate blood
been treated with additives – substances that add color, en- pressure. (Look for these ingredients on the label: natural
hance flavor or increase shelf-life, for example. Additives flavoring or hydrolyzed vegetable protein).
are not necessarily bad. Most foods do require additives to
Artificial Colors
prevent spoilage and maintain their nutritional value.”
FD&C yellow #5 and #6 has been linked to hyperactivity in
children. It can cause severe allergic reactions, especially in
people with asthma. Food dyes come from chemicals, so
try to choose foods that are in their natural state and color.

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has approved
thousands of additives for use in food. But while consuming small amounts is safe, it may be warranted to limit the
amount of these foods you consume.

How can you avoid unhealthy additives?
The best way to eat healthy is to:
Buy more fresh foods than processed (or “convenience”)
foods. Farmers markets are good places to shop.
If fresh foods are not available, choose frozen fruits and
vegetables without any additives.
Avoid prepackaged, pre-cooked meals. Cook your own
meals so you know what is in your food.

What’s so bad about food additives?

Check food labels. Don’t buy products with known additives, and beware of other ingredients you can’t pronounce.

“People should eat a healthy diet, rich in fresh vegetables
and fruits. Eating a diet rich in processed foods is linked to
many health problems, such as high blood pressure, heart
disease and cancer,” says Ms. Saliba.

“By following these tips, your food will be healthier and
more nutritious as well as fresher and more naturally flavorful,” says Ms. Patton.

For example:

http://health.clevelandclinic.org/2015/08/5-foodadditives-you-should-avoid/

Preservation
Sodium nitrites help stabilize, flavor, and provide a bright
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The latest news from Cleveland Clinic
that still contain trans fat have levels as high as 3 grams
per serving.

Avoid These 10 Foods Full of Trans Fats
In three years, you won’t find foods with artificial trans
fats on your grocery store shelves. The U.S. Food and
Drug Administration has stated that manufacturers have to
remove all trans fat from their products in that time frame.

5. Crackers
Many crackers also benefit from the labeling loophole.
You may see a “0” on the label and think you’re safe, but
don’t be fooled. Check the ingredients. Here’s a tip: If a
food can last in your pantry for weeks without going stale,
trans fat might be keeping it fresh.

Why wait? With a little smart shopping, you can avoid the
worst type of fat now.
Food makers use trans fats to enhance taste and texture
and make foods last longer. Unfortunately, that’s not all
trans fats do. They also increase your risk for many
chronic diseases, such as heart disease, stroke and type 2
diabetes. Your recommended daily intake: 0 grams.

6. Microwave popcorn
Next time you watch a movie, choose your snack carefully. Microwave popcorn is a source of whole grains and
antioxidants, but many buttered and flavored varieties
have trans fat content as high as 5 grams per serving.
Check the labels carefully, and opt for popcorn that comes
with no trans fat.

Start by avoiding the offenders below. On top of that, use
this shopping tip: Check the label for “partially hydrogenated oils.” They’re a hidden source of trans fats.

7. Cream-filled candies
Bite-sized candies with creamy fillings typically contain
0.5 grams of trans fat per serving. But it’s all too easy to
eat more than one serving. Before you know it, you’ve
ingested far too much sugar and an alarming amount of
trans fat, all without any nutritional benefit.

1. Cakes, pies
and cookies
(especially
with frosting)
Most cake and
cookie mixes
list 0 grams of
trans fat on the
label. But
there’s a catch.
Manufacturers can list 0 grams if the trans fat content is
under 0.5 grams. Those small amounts add up when you
eat multiple servings of sweets. If you add frosting, you’re
in for a whopping dose. An average serving of frosting
contains 2 grams of trans fat, plus the same amount of
sugar as one tiny slice of cake.

8. Donuts
Many establishments have taken trans fat out of their ingredients, but be wary. Even those who make the “0
gram” claim may contain a small amount. That risk rises if
you choose frosted or cream-filled donuts. And don’t forget, donuts offer a sugar bomb with little protein or fiber,
which leads to a crash later in the day.
9. Fried fast foods
Trans fat can lurk in your favorite fries (5 grams) and
sandwiches (2 grams). Luckily, most fast food companies
and restaurants display nutrition and ingredient information on their websites or at the restaurant. Look them up
before ordering or ask your server if they use partially hydrogenated oils. Be wary of deep-fried goodies at fairs and
carnivals, too.

2. Biscuits
This one surprises a lot of people. Frozen biscuits contain
upwards of 3.5 grams of trans fat. Watch out for the word
“flaky,” a texture trans fat helps produce. In addition, biscuits often contain over half of the daily recommendation
for sodium.

10. Frozen pizza
Frozen pizzas are another example where convenience
isn’t worth the damage, with around 1 gram per slice or
serving. Frozen pizzas rely on trans fat to give the crust
that flaky texture. Think of it like this: If refrigerated or
frozen dough produces a texture that seems too good to be
true, it probably is.

3. Breakfast sandwiches
Sure, microwavable breakfasts save you time, but they
typically contain at least 1 gram of trans fat (more if they
come on a biscuit). Take a close look at the ingredients,
and you’re likely to find partially hydrogenated oils in the
top five. Plus, they’re packed with sodium.

http://health.clevelandclinic.org/2015/07/avoid-these10-foods-full-of-trans-fats/

4. Margarine (stick or tub)
Most margarine makers have removed trans fat from their
ingredients, but you still have to double-check. The few
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The Mended Hearts, Inc. Chapter 216
Membership Application
Mended Hearts is a national nonprofit organization that has been offering the gift of hope to heart disease
patients, their families and caregivers since 1951. Recognized for its role in facilitating a positive patientcare experience, Mended Hearts partners with over 460 hospitals and rehabilitation clinics and offers services to heart patients through hospital visiting programs, support group meetings and educational forums.
Our mission :“Inspiring hope and improving the quality of life for heart patients
and their families through ongoing peer-to-peer support”
Please Print:

Date__________________

Name_________________________________________________ Spouse______________________
Address:__________________________________ City:____________________ Zip:____________
Home phone____________________ Cell phone _______________ E-mail ______________________
If interested in receiving the newsletter electronically, please provide e-mail
Birthday (dd/mm)_____________________ Episode/Surgery date dd/mm/yy)___________________
Physician/Surgeon______________________________________________________________________
Type of procedure: STENT (PCI)

_______ MI (Myocardial Infarction) _____ BYPASS __________

HEART VALVE________ TRANSPLANT ______________ ANEURYSM _______
ATRIAL SEPTICAL DEFECT________

PACEMAKER/ICD ____________

Hobbies & Interests:____________________________________________________________________
I wish to volunteer to assist the Chapter in these areas:
Visiting Patients ______Telephoning ______Other (describe)___________________________
Individual
Dues: Initial, Annual, National & Chapter Dues
Life membership, National & Chapter

Family

$28

$38

$225

$335

I wish to donate to defray Special Projects and Newsletter Expenses: $__________
Membership fees include both Chapter and National dues.

Return the completed application with check to: Mended Hearts, Inc Chapter 216, c/o Mission Hospital,
Cardiopulmonary Rehab Center, 26732 Crown Valley Parkway, Suite 281, Mission Viejo, CA 92691
Annual billings will be from the National Office located in Dallas, Texas.
Billings will be on the anniversary of joining.
Mended Hearts Chapter 216

http://www.mendedhearts216.org
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Any questions call: 949-364-7755

08/24/15

Mission Hospital Cardiac Rehab Center
26732 Crown Valley Parkway Suite 281
Mission Viejo, CA 92691
Return Service Requested
Dated Material

Ticker Talker
The purpose of this organization is to offer help, support and encouragement to heart patients and
their families and to achieve this objective in the following manner:
1. To visit with physician approval, and to offer encouragement to disease patients and their families.
2. To distribute information of specific educational value to members of the Mended Hearts, Inc. and to
heart disease patients and their families.
3. To establish and maintain a program of assistance to physicians, nurses, medical professionals, and
healthcare organizations in education and research activities pertaining to heart disease.
4. To cooperate with other organizations in education and research activities pertaining to heart disease.
5. To assist established heart disease rehabilitation programs for members and their families.
6. To plan and conduct suitable programs of social and educational interest for members and for heart
disease patients and their families.
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